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A SERIES
A.6: Stream 6 zones of audio to 6 different rooms from 6 different sources
A.3: Stream 3 zones of audio to 3 different rooms from 3 different sources

1: Freedom - Listen with an iOS, Android, or PC device with any
music app in the world like Spotify, Pandora, Apple Music, or
any other. Access all the features of your favorite app. New
music services are available immediately, no waiting for system
updates.
2: Native Streaming™ - Select music in your favorite music app
and then use Airplay, Chromecast built-in, Spotify Connect, or
DLNA to listen to any zone in your house. No third party
control apps or added complications needed.
3: Unmatched Simplicity - From install to streaming music, the
A Series is in a class of its own. Use the VSSL app on iOS and
Android to set up and configure settings and added room
control.
4: Easy Party Zones - Easy party zones eliminate the need for
redunant steps for multi-room listening. For zones you group

over and over, simply set up a party zone to easily play to
multiple zones straight from the music app in one step.
6: Performance - The A Series is made for the music enthusiast
with the highest grade components available. With high power
efficient circuitry and 50 watts per channel, VSSL makes your
music sound good.
7: Stability - Designed with extreme detail for reliability
speaker outputs are 8 and 4 ohm stable, with auto protection
circuitry to keep your music playing.
8: Automation Integration - Integrate with major home
automation systems for greater control. Drivers expose matrix
capabilities and other controls to allow the VSSL to be used as
a matrixed audio system.
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20Hz - 20kHz

20Hz - 20kHz

4.13”
21.1 lbs
Patent Pending
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